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Abstract: In the IEEE 802.16e/m standard, three power saving classes (PSCs) are defined to save the energy of a mobile subscriber station (MSS). However, how to set the parameters of PSCs to maximize the power saving and guarantee the quality of
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connections in multiple MSSs with consideration of the state transition overhead is studied. The problem is non-deterministic
polynomial time hard (NP-hard), and a suboptimal algorithm for the problem is proposed. Simulation results demonstrate that the
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1 Introduction
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) has been widely used as a last-mile
access technology because of its good performance
and low cost. However, there are still many issues in
WiMAX networks. One of the critical issues is that
the mobile subscriber stations (MSSs) in WiMAX
networks are battery-powered, which limits their
lifetimes. To prolong the lifetimes of MSSs, a power
saving mechanism (PSM) and three power saving
classes (PSCs) were proposed in the IEEE 802.16e
standard (Broadband Wireless Access Working
Group, 2006). With the PSM, an MSS is allowed to
turn off its receiver circuit to sleep. A PSC defines
when an MSS can sleep and when it has to wake up.
Type I PSC is recommended for best effort (BE) and
non-real-time polling service (nrtPS); Type II PSC is
ORCID: Bo LI, http://orcid.org/0000-0002-5790-4778
© Zhejiang University and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2016

suitable for unsolicited grant service (UGS), real-time
polling service (rtPS), and extended real-time polling
service (ertPS); Type III PSC is used for multicast
services and management purpose.
As shown in Fig. 1, Types I and II PSCs consist
of several sleep cycles. A sleep cycle contains a sleep
window and a listening window. An MSS will turn off
its receiver circuit during sleep windows to conserve
energy, while it has to be active in the listening windows. The listening window length in Type I PSC is
fixed, while the sleep window length doubles in each
sleep cycle from a predefined initial value, until it
reaches the maximum sleep window length defined in
the IEEE 802.16e standard. This is because nonreal-time traffic just comes occasionally and its delay
constraint is not stringent. However, a real-time
stream is continuous and its packet delay bound is
tight. An MSS with a real-time connection has to
wake up regularly. Thus, in Type II PSC, both the
sleep window length and listening window length are
fixed. In Type III PSC, there is only one sleep
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window, and an MSS in sleep mode with Type III
PSC will switch to normal mode directly after the
single sleep window.
Sleep
cycle

2 Preliminary
...

Type I:
Sleep cycle

...

Type II:

Type III:
Normal
operation

higher than that of ABR and approaches the optimum
limit.

Sleep
window

Listening
window

Fig. 1 Power saving classes in IEEE 802.16e

In the literature, many PSC setting algorithms
have been proposed (Chen et al., 2009; Tseng et al.,
2011; Feng and Li, 2013; Lin and Wang, 2013). These
algorithms consider PSC setting only for a single
MSS. However, in practice, there is always more than
one MSS in the network. Considering the practical
scenarios, an algorithm, which is called adaptive
bandwidth reservation (ABR) (Wu et al., 2012), was
proposed to set Type II PSCs for multiple MSSs.
While switching to active state from sleep state, an
MSS needs to wake up and synchronize the receiver
circuits. This process costs an overhead time, and is
nontrivial compared to the sleep cycle length of PSCs.
However, this overhead time is ignored in previously
proposed PSC setting algorithms. Although the target
of the PSC setting algorithms in the literature is to
minimize the energy savings of MSSs, the real energy
saving is less than expected. To optimize the real
energy saving, we must take the state transition
overhead into account.
In this paper, we study the problem of maximizing the total energy saving of multiple MSSs with
consideration of the transition overhead time. Like the
ABR algorithm, we consider the scenario of
Type II PSC setting. A suboptimal algorithm is proposed for the PSC setting problem, which is
non-deterministic polynomial time hard (NP-hard).
We compare the energy saving ratio of the proposed
algorithm with that of ABR and the optimal limit
through simulations. The simulation results show that
the energy saving ratio of our algorithm is about 5%

The power saving performance for the MSS in
IEEE 802.16e has been extensively studied in recent
years. Xiao (2005) proposed a model to calculate the
energy consumption and packet delay in the sleep
mode, and evaluated the impact of the minimum sleep
window and maximum sleep window on the power
saving performance. Later on, Park and Hwang
(2009) constructed a semi-Markov-chain-based
model to analyze the power saving performance in
IEEE 802.16e. They also presented how to set the
PSC parameters for the restricted packet delay and
energy consumption of the MSSs. The packets for
MSSs in the sleep mode have to wait for transmission
during the listening windows in a queue in the base
station (BS). Thus, some researchers also studied the
power saving of IEEE 802.16e using queuing theory
(Seo et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2009).
An MSS may have multiple connections, and
each connection can be assigned a PSC as defined in
IEEE 802.16e. An MSS with multiple connections
can turn off its receiver to save energy only when all
the connections are in the sleep windows. The time
intervals when all connections of an MSS are in the
sleep windows are defined as the unavailability intervals. To maximize the energy saving of an MSS, its
unavailability interval should be maximized. Also,
the PSC parameters, such as the sleep cycle length
and listening window lengths, should be set appropriately to guarantee the packet delay bound of each
connection in an MSS. In the literature, many PSC
setting algorithms have been proposed to maximize
the unavailability intervals with a quality of service
(QoS) guarantee.
Most of the proposed algorithms consider only
how to arrange different PSCs for different connections in a single MSS. Feng et al. (2013) and Lin and
Wang. (2013) proposed to adjust both the minimum
and maximum sleep window lengths of Type I PSC
dynamically, according to the traffic load. In their
works, only Type I PSC is considered. For Type II
PSC, a maximizing unavailability interval (MUI)
algorithm was proposed by Chen and Chen (2009).
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The algorithm decides the start frame of each connection in an MSS to maximize the unavailability
interval based on the Chinese remainder theorem. The
authors also extended the MUI algorithm to set both
Types I and II PSCs for an MSS with diverse traffics.
There are also other algorithms for the mixture of
Types I and II PSCs. For example, Tseng et al. (2011)
proposed a fold-and-demultiplex method to assign
Types I and II PSCs for an MSS. In the algorithm,
each connection is assigned with a PSC at first, and
then the PSCs are folded together into one series to
calculate the total bandwidth requirement. Finally, the
series is demultiplexed into multiple PSCs. Besides, a
semi-Markov decision process based algorithm is
proposed to decide the Types I and II PSCs for connections with different QoS requirements (Wu et al.,
2012).
The IEEE 802.16m standard (Broadband Wireless Access Working Group, 2011) is the advanced
version of IEEE 802.16e. To improve the performance of IEEE 802.16e, several proposals were
adopted in IEEE 802.16m (Baek et al., 2009; Kalle et
al., 2009; Hwang et al., 2010; Kim and Mohanty,
2010). One of the significant changes in IEEE
802.16m is that both the sleep cycle length and listening window length can be updated. Another feature is that an MSS with multiple connections is associated with only one PSC in the sleep mode. Consequently, there is no need to consider how to arrange
different PSCs in an MSS to maximize the unavailability interval, and the PSC management is simplified.
The performance of IEEE 802.16m has been analyzed
in many works (Chen et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2010;
Park et al., 2010).
The power saving performance of IEEE
802.16m has also attracted the interest of many researchers. Hwang et al. (2010) analyzed the benefits
of the explicit traffic indication for the MSS. Numerical results show that, with explicit traffic indication, 20%–50% reduction of the energy can be
achieved for Type I PSC. Chen et al. (2010) constructed a concise model to analyze the sleep mode
operation of IEEE 802.16m and compared the power
saving efficiency and the mean waiting time of IEEE
802.16m and 802.16e. The performances of IEEE
802.16m with both non-real-time and real-time services were also studied (Jin et al., 2010). Park et al.
(2010) evaluated the power saving ratio in IEEE
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802.16m and demonstrated the results for HTTP and
FTP traffic. Jin et al. (2011) proposed an adaptive
sleep mode management scheme that can adjust an
MSS’s sleep cycle length and listening window length
based on the estimation of the traffic load.
3 System model and problem statement
3.1 System model
We consider an IEEE 802.16e/m network with N
MSSs, and each MSS has one or multiple real-time
connections. We consider only Type II PSC setting
for real-time connections. For each MSS that requests
entry into the sleep mode, the serving BS sets only
one Type II PSC for its real-time connections. That is,
all the real-time connections of an MSS receive data
during the same listening window in a sleep cycle.
The aggregated bit rate of the real-time connections in
MSS Mi is denoted as ri. We assume that the total
available bandwidth for MSSs in sleep mode is B. The
parameters of the PSC for an MSS Mi are the start
frame number Si, sleep cycle length Ti, and listening
window length Li. The sleep cycle length and window
length are measured by the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) frame length denoted
by Tf. The notations are summarized in Table 1.
Symbol
bi
ri
Si
Ti
Li
B
Di
T0
γ
Tf

Table 1 Summary of the key notations
Description
Reserved bandwidth for MSS Mi (Hz)
Aggregated bit rate of MSS Mi (bit/s)
Start frame number of Type II PSC for MSS Mi
Sleep cycle length of Type II PSC for MSS Mi (frame)
Listening window length MSS Mi (frame)
Bandwidth allocated to real-time services (Hz)
Minimum packet delay bound of MSS Mi (s)
Time needed for MSS state transition (s)
Average energy saving ratio
Length of a frame

MSS: mobile subscriber station; PSC: power saving class

According to these PSC parameters, an MSS Mi
will start to sleep from frame Si. Then, in every Ti
frames, Mi starts sleeping for Ti−Li frames and then
wakes up to receive data for Li frames. For example,
assume for MSS Mi, S1=3, T1=5, and L1=2. Then, M1
will start the sleep mode from frame 3, and in every
five frames it first starts sleeping for three frames and
then receives data for two frames (Fig. 2). The BS
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buffers the packets for an MSS in its sleep windows
and transmits the buffered packets during its listening
windows.
T1 = 5

M1

...

L1 = 2
1

2 S1 = 3

T2 = 4

M2

...

L2 = 2
1

2

3 S2 = 4

...

...
BS

...
1

2

Sleep

3

4

5

6

7

M 1 listening

8

9

10 11 12 13

M 2 listening

Overlap

Fig. 2 Example of Type II PSC setting for MSSs
PSC: power saving class; MSS: mobile subscriber station

3.2 Problem statement
Consider that the BS transmits real-time data to
M MSSs. To guarantee QoS, the BS needs to reserve a
bandwidth for each MSS during its listening windows.
The total real-time traffic of an MSS Mi during a sleep
cycle length Ti is Tiri, where ri is the aggregated bit
rate of all real-time connections in MSS Mi. The size
of the data that the BS can transmit to Mi during a
sleep cycle length is Libi. We have to make sure that in
each sleep cycle all the packets of Mi can be sent out
within the listening window. Thus, we have the constraint Libi≥Tiri. Besides, there is a packet delay
bound for each connection of Mi. Because all the
packets for Mi arriving during a sleep cycle can be
sent out in the listening window within this sleep
cycle, any packet for Mi will not be delayed longer
than the sleep cycle length Ti. We constrain Ti to be
shorter than Di to guarantee the packet delay bounds
of all the connections in Mi.
For a single MSS, we need only to consider the
two constraints above. However, with multiple MSSs,
another problem is that the listening windows of different MSSs may overlap with each other. Suppose
for another MSS M2, S2=4, T2=4, and L2=2. As shown
in Fig. 2, among the first 13 frames, the listening
windows of both M1 and M2 overlap at frames 6, 7,

and 11. During these overlapped frames, the BS has to
transmit data to M1 and M2. Thus, the needed bandwidth is higher in the overlapped frames than others.
We have to reserve enough bandwidth to transmit the
data of both M1 and M2 at the same time. As a result,
the bandwidth is wasted during nonoverlapping of
frames. To make full use of the available bandwidth
for the real-time service, we should avoid the overlap
between listening windows of different MSSs as
much as possible.
When an MSS wakes up from the sleep state, it
spends time T0 on synchronizing the circuitry before it
can receive data. The energy saving time of Mi during
a sleep cycle is Ti −Ti−T0, and the average energy
saving ratio over the N MSSs can be calculated as
=
γ

N

∑ (T − L − T ) / (T N ).
i =1

i

i

0

i

(1)

Our goal is to maximize γ. In short, the problem
is to maximize γ subject to the following constraints:
(1) Libi≥Tiri for any 1≤i≤N; (2) the listening windows
of different MSSs are not overlapped with each other;
(3) Ti≤Di for any 1≤i≤N.
According to Eq. (1), maximizing γ is to maximize Ti and minimize Li. To minimize Li we need
only to consider constraint (1). The intractable problem is how to set each Ti for any 1≤i≤N. According to
constraint (3), to maximize each Ti, we should set
Ti=Di. However, simply setting each Ti to Di may
result in listening window conflict among different
MSSs, which violates constraint (2). Actually, we
cannot find the optimal algorithm for this problem.
Even when the state transition overhead T0 is ignored,
the problem has still proved NP-hard (Tseng et al.,
2011). Thus, we will propose only a suboptimal algorithm in the next section.
4 Factor base algorithm
As mentioned in the previous section, the problem at hand is NP-hard. It is almost impossible to find
the optimal algorithm for the problem. In this section,
we will propose a suboptimal algorithm called the
factor base (FB) algorithm, to solve this problem.
First, we explain how to set the listening window
length Li for each MSS Mi (1≤i≤N). Each Li should be
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set as small as possible. According to the constraint
Libi≥Tiri, to minimize Li, we need to maximize bi for a
given Ti and ri. We allocate all the available bandwidths to each MSS during its listening windows; i.e.,
we set bi=B for any 1≤i≤N. Consequently, each Li can
be calculated as
Li=riTi/B,

(2)

where   is the ceiling operator. We use the ceiling
operator because Li cannot be less than riTi/B, and Li
must be an integer since it is the number of frames.
Next, we explain how to set the sleep cycle
length Ti for each MSS Mi (1≤i≤N). Recall that, to
sufficiently use the system bandwidth, the listening
windows of different MSSs cannot be overlapping
with each other. To achieve this, the existing ABR
algorithm set the sleep cycle lengths of MSSs to
power of 2 times the shortest sleep cycle length Tmin.
Assume we set T2=T1, T3=2T1, and T3=4T1, the listening windows of the MSSs are synchronized, because any longer sleep cycle is a multiple of any
shorter one (Fig. 3). As a result, the listening windows
of different MSSs never overlap with each other.
T4 = 4T3
T1

Tmin=6Tf. Thus, we can only reduce T2 and T3 to 12Tf
and 24 Tf, respectively. As mentioned before, each
sleep cycle length should be set as long as possible to
achieve a larger sleep cycle length and avoid listening
window conflict as well. The core idea of our algorithm is to set each sleep cycle length to a multiple of
a factor of the shortest sleep cycle length Tmin. Take
the same example above, where Tmin=T1=6Tf. The
factor of Tmin is 3, and we set T2 and T3 as multiples of
3, i.e., T2=3×5Tf =15Tf, and T3=3×10Tf=30Tf. As we
can see, the values of T2 and T3 in our algorithm are
greater than their counterparts in ABR. The reason is
that the increment of the feasible sleep cycle values in
our algorithm is smaller than that in ABR and, we can
find a sleep cycle length closer to the maximum allowed value than ABR. With larger sleep cycle
lengths, we can avoid listening window conflict as
well. As shown in Fig. 4, we divide the frames into
several regions, each of which contains three frames.
Assume L1=L2=L3=1, and we set S1=1, S2=2, and S3=3.
Then M1 always occupies the first frame in a region
because its sleep cycle is a multiple of 3Tf. For the
same reason, M2 and M3 always occupy the second
and the third frame in a region, respectively. In other
words, the MSS occupies different frames in any
region; i.e., the listening window conflict is avoided.

T3 = 2T1

RegionRegion Region RegionRegionRegion RegionRegionRegion Region Region
2
11
9
10
4
5
6
7
8
1
3

...

...

...

...

t
M1

M2

M3

M4

t
M1

Fig. 3 Sleep cycle lengths of mobile subscriber stations set
by the adaptive bandwidth reservation algorithm to the
power of 2 times the shortest sleep cycle length

Although the listening window conflict between
MSSs is avoided in ABR, the sleep cycle lengths will
be shortened. For example, assume there are three
MSSs: M1, M2, and M3. Suppose the minimum packet
delay bounds of these MSSs are D1=6.3Tf, D2=15.5Tf,
and D3=30.7Tf, respectively, where Tf is the length of
a frame. Because we have the constraint Ti≤Di, and
each Ti must be an integer, the largest valid values for
the sleep cycle lengths are T1=6Tf, T2=15Tf, and
T3=30Tf, respectively. However, in the ABR algorithm, T2 and T3 must be a power of two times of

M2

M3

Fig. 4 Listening window conflict avoidance by allocating
different frames to different mobile subscriber stations in
region 1

The pseudocode of our algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. The input parameters of the algorithm
are the aggregated bit rate of connections ri, and
minimum packet delay bound Di of each MSS Mi. In
the first step, we sort the MSSs according to Di in
ascending order. After sorting, we set its sleep cycle
length T1=D1 at line 2 in the algorithm for the first
MSS M1, where   is the floor operator. Because
T1=D1, T1 is an integer and not longer than D1,
which satisfies the packet delay requirement. Since
D1 is the shortest minimum delay bound, T1 equals the
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smallest sleep cycle length Tmin, assuming k is a factor
of T1. As shown at line 5 of the algorithm, for each
1<i≤N, we set Ti=D1/kk. Consequently, the packet
delay constraint is satisfied because Ti≤(D1/k)k=Di.
Also, Ti is a multiple of k because D1/k is an integer.
When Ti is set, we can calculate the listening window
length Li according to Eq. (2), as shown in line 6 in the
algorithm.
Algorithm 1

Factor base algorithm

Input: Each ri and Di, i=1, 2, …, N
Output: Each Si, Ti, and Li, i=1, 2, …, N
1: sort MSSs according to Di
2: T1=D1
3: set k to a factor of T1
4: for i=2 to N do
5: T1=D1/kk
6: Li=Σjri, jTi/B
7: S={0, 1, …, Ti−1}
8: for j=1 to i−1 do
9:
for z=0 to Ti/Gi, j−1 do
10:
s=zGi, j+Sj
11:
delete s+1−Li to s+Lj−1 from S
12:
end for
13: end for
14: set Si to the first remaining number
15: end for

After deciding Ti and Li, the next step is to find
the start frame Si for MSS Mi. The first sleep cycle of
Mi is from frame 0 to frame Ti−1; thus, we need to
pick a number from S={0,1, …, Ti−1} for Si. For an
MSS Mj, denote the greatest common divisor of Ti and
Tj as Gi, j. The frames in a listening window of Mj can
be expressed as xGi, j+Sj+lj, where lj=0, 1,…, Lj−1,
and x is an integer. The difference between the two
expressions is
(y − x)Gi, j+( Si + li − S j − l j ),

(3)

which cannot be let equal to 0; otherwise, the listening
windows of Mi and Mj will contain the same frame.
The first term of expression (3) is always an integer
times Gi, j. As long as the second term of expression
(3) is not an integer times Gi, j, expression (3) will
never be 0. Thus, we have to make sure Si≠zGi,
j+Sj+lj−li, where z is an integer, li=0, 1,…, Li−1, and
lj=0, 1, …, Lj−1. The range of lj−li is [1−Li, Lj−1]. To
avoid listening window conflict between Mi and any
Mj (j<i), as shown in lines 7–13 in the algorithm, we

delete zGi, j+Sj+1−Li to zGi, j+Sj+Lj−1 from the set
S={0, 1, …, Ti−1} for any j<i and z<Ti/Gi, j. The
remaining numbers in S are feasible for Si, and we set
Si to the first remaining number, as shown at line 14 in
the algorithm. If there is no remaining number in S,
we cannot let MSS Mi enter the sleep mode.
The number of MSSs that can enter the sleep
mode to save energy is influenced by k, which is the
factor of the smallest sleep cycle length in the algorithm. Any Ti or Tj is a multiple of k, and Gi, j is the
greatest common divisor of Ti and Tj. Thus, Gi, j is also
a multiple of k. The larger the value of k, the larger the
Gi, j. As shown in lines 9–12 in the algorithm, in every
Gi, j numbers, Lj−1+Li numbers are deleted from S.
The larger the Gi, j, the fewer the numbers deleted
from S. As a result, it is more probable to find a valid
Si. Thus, the greater the k, the more the MSSs that can
enter the sleep mode.
The factor k also has an impact on the energy
saving of MSSs. To understand it easily, we show a
simple example. Assume the smallest sleep cycle
length Tmin is 6Tf. The factors of Tmin are 2 and 3. If we
set k to 2, then the possible values for the sleep cycle
length are 6Tf, 8Tf, …, with an increment of 2Tf. If we
set k to 3, then the possible sleep cycle lengths are 6Tf,
9Tf, …. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
minimum packet delay bound Di is uniformly distributed between 6Tf and 12Tf. In case of k=3, when
Di∈[6Tf, 9 Tf), Ti will be set to 6Tf because Ti must be
less than Di, and 6Tf is the largest feasible sleep cycle
length. For the same reason, when Di∈[9Tf, 12Tf), Ti
will be set to 9Tf. The mean of the sleep cycle length
is (6+9)/2=7.5Tf. In case of k=2, when Di∈[6Tf, 8Tf),
Ti will be set to 6Tf; when Di∈[8Tf, 10Tf), Ti will be
set to 8Tf; when Di∈[10Tf, 12Tf), Ti will be set to 10Tf.
The mean of the sleep cycle length is (6+8+10)/3=8Tf,
which is larger than the value when k=3. Generally,
assume there are two factors k1<k2. The increment
between two adjacent multiples of k2 is larger than
that of k1. Thus, within a certain region, there are
more multiples of k1 than of k2. If we set k to k1, there
will be more candidate values for Ti. As a result, it is
more likely to find a large feasible sleep cycle length.
Because longer sleep cycles bring less state transition
overhead time, setting k to a smaller factor will
achieve a higher energy saving ratio.
From the analysis above, we can see that the
factor k controls the tradeoff between the energy
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saving ratio and the number of energy saving MSSs.
We will analyze this tradeoff further in Section 5
through simulation.
5 Performance evaluation
In this section, we first run a simulation to see
the impact of parameter k, which is a factor of the
shortest sleep cycle length in the proposed algorithm.
Then, the average energy saving ratio γ of the proposed algorithm is compared with the optimal energy
saving ratio γlim and those of state-of-the-art algorithms through simulations. In these simulations, we
set different packet delay bounds, different numbers
of connections in each MSS, different numbers of
MSSs, and different state transition overhead time
lengths to show their impacts. The average energy
saving ratio γ evaluated in the simulations is defined
in Eq. (1). For γlim, we cannot evaluate its real value
since the optimal algorithm is NP-complete. Instead,
we ignore the listening window conflict, and simply
set each Ti to Di to calculate γlim. Actually, the resulting γlim is higher than the real optimal energy
saving ratio. The simulations were implemented using MATLAB. In the simulations, a single cell with
one serving BS and varying numbers of MSSs was
considered. Each simulation was repeated 300 times,
and we will show the mean values of the results. The
fundamental parameters of each simulation are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Fundamental simulation parameters
Parameter
Simulation time
Frame length
Time needed for MSS state transition
Number of time slots of a frame
Number of sub-channels
OFDMA PHY mode
Packet size

Value
30 min
5 ms
5 ms
256
30
PUSC
100 bytes

OFDMA PHY: orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
access physical; PUSC: partial usage subchannelization

5.1 Impact of factor k
As mentioned in Section 4, factor k controls the
tradeoff between the energy saving ratio and the
number of energy saving MSSs. First, we ran a simulation to show the impact of factor k. In the simula-

tion, we set up 18 MSSs. The bandwidth of real-time
services, B, was set to 20 Mb/s, and each MSS had
two connections with their bit rates randomly selected
from 0.3–0.8 Mb/s. The packet delay bound of each
connection was randomly selected from {100, 150,
200, 250, 300} ms. Thus, the minimum sleep cycle
length T1 was 100 ms, which is equal to 20Tf. We set k
to 2, 5, and 10, respectively, and repeated the simulation 300 times with each value of k. The simulation
results are shown in Table 3. As k increases, the
number of supportable energy saving MSSs increases,
and the energy saving ratio decreases. As we can see,
the average number of supportable energy saving
MSSs increases very slowly. It increases only by 0.02
and 0.07 when k changes from 2 to 5 and 5 to 10,
respectively. If there are not too many MSSs in the
system, a small k is preferred.
Table 3 Average number of supportable energy saving
mobile subscriber stations and average energy saving
ratios with different k’s
k
2
5
10

Number of
supportable MSSs
17.58
17.60
17.67

Average energy
saving ratio
0.7218
0.7092
0.6852

MSSs: mobile subscriber stations

5.2 Impact of the packet delay bound
In this section, we show the results of a simulation to see the impact of the packet delay bound on
energy saving. In this simulation, we used five sets of
packet delay bounds (Table 4). We pick one of these
five sets to test each time. The packet delay bounds of
the connections in each MSS are randomly selected
from the tested set. We used the proposed FB algorithm and the state-of-the-art algorithms including
ABR (Wu et al., 2012), WAKSLP DECISION (Wong
et al., 2010), user counting window (UCW) (Kao et
al., 2012), and frame aggregation based power-saving
scheduling (FAPS) (Liu et al., 2014) to set the Type II
PSCs for MSSs. The average energy saving ratios of
these two algorithms were calculated to compare with
the optimal limit γlim. In this simulation, the factor k of
the proposed FB algorithm was set to 2. The total
available bandwidth for MSSs in sleep mode was 20
Mb/s. The number of MSSs was 10, and each MSS
had two connections with their bit rates randomly
selected from 0.3–0.8 Mb/s.
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The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. As
we can see, the energy saving ratio increases with the
increase of the packet delay bound. The energy saving
ratio of the proposed FB algorithm is higher than
those of state-of-the-art algorithms. Also, the performance of FB approaches γlim as the packet delay
bound increases. When the first set of packet delay
bounds is used where the minimum packet delay
bound is 50 ms, the energy saving ratio of FB is only
about 1% less than γlim. When the third packet delay
bounds are used where the minimum packet delay is
150 ms, there is almost no difference between the
energy saving ratio of the proposed FB algorithm and
the optimal limit γlim.

randomly selected from the values of set 1 in Table 4.
Other parameters were the same as in the previous
simulation. We changed the number of connections
per MSS from 1 to 5. The average energy saving ratio
with different numbers of connections per MSS is
shown in Fig. 6.
As we can see, when there is just one connection
in an MSS, the average energy saving ratio of FB is
about 88%. It is only about 1% less than γlim. As the
number of connections per MSS increases, the energy
saving ratio decreases. Even when there are five
connections in an MSS, FB can still achieve an about
81% average energy saving ratio, and the energy
saving ratio of FB is always higher than those of
state-of-the-art algorithms.

Table 4 Sets of packet delay bounds used in the
simulation

Average energy saving ratio

Packet delay bounds (ms)
50, 100, 150, 200, 250
100, 150, 200, 250, 300
150, 200, 250, 300, 350
200, 250, 300, 350, 400
250, 300, 350, 400, 450

Average energy saving ratio

Set
1
2
3
4
5

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70

0.85

0.65

0.80

0.60
1

0.75

0.60
0.55
1

Optimal
FB
ABR
WAKSLP DECISION
FAPS
UCW
2
3
4
Number of sets of the tested packet delay bound

2
3
4
Number of connections per MSS

5

Fig. 6 Number of connections per MSS versus the average energy saving ratio
FB: factor base; ABR: adaptive bandwidth; FAPS: frame
aggregation based power-saving scheduling; UCW: user
counting window; MSS: mobile subscriber stations

0.70
0.65

Optimal
FB
ABR
WAKSLP DECISION
FAPS
UCW

5

Fig. 5 Average energy saving ratio with different sets of
packet delay bounds
FB: factor base; ABR: adaptive bandwidth; FAPS: frame
aggregation based power-saving scheduling; UCW: user
counting window; MSS: mobile subscriber stations

5.3 Impact of the number of connections per
mobile subscriber station
Next, we ran a simulation to see the impact of the
number of connections in each MSS. We set the
bandwidth B to 30 Mb/s and ran the simulation with
different numbers of connections per MSS. In this
simulation, the packet delay bounds of MSSs were

5.4 Impact of the number of MSSs
In this section, we set the number of MSSs to
different values to see its impact. We set up two
connections for each MSS. Other parameters were the
same as in the previous simulation. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 7. Obviously, the energy
saving ratio of FB is higher than those of state-of-theart algorithms. We can also see that as the number of
MSSs increases, the energy saving ratios of the algorithms decrease slowly at first, and then the decrease
becomes very fast. The reason is that when the
number of MSSs reaches a threshold, no more MSS is
allowed to enter the sleep mode. As a result, a part of
MSSs cannot save energy. Thus, the average energy
saving ratio across all MSSs becomes very low.
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0.9

0.9

Average energy saving ratio

Average energy saving ratio

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
Optimal
FB
ABR
WAKSLP DECISION
FAPS
UCW

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

5

10

15
20
Number of MSSs

25

30

∑

∑1 / (T N ).
i

(4)

=i 1 =i 1

For Ti, i=1, 2, …, N,

∑

N

0.5
0.4

Optimal
FB
ABR
WAKSLP DECISION
FAPS
UCW

0.3
0.2

100
150
200
State transition overhead (ms)

250

Fig. 8 State transition overhead versus the average energy saving ratio
FB: factor base; ABR: adaptive bandwidth; FAPS: frame
aggregation based power-saving scheduling; UCW: user
counting window

6 Conclusions

We can rewrite Eq. (1) as
N

0.6

0
50

5.5 Impact of state transition overhead

N

0.7

0.1

Fig. 7 Number of MSSs versus the average energy
saving ratio
FB: factor base; ABR: adaptive bandwidth; FAPS: frame
aggregation based power-saving scheduling; UCW: user
counting window; MSS: mobile subscriber stations

γ =(Ti − Li ) / (Ti N ) − T0

0.8

1 / (Ti N ) is a constant.

i =1

Thus, the energy saving ratio γ decreases linearly with
the increase of transition overhead T0. In this section,
we ran a simulation with different state transition
overheads to show its impact. The number of MSSs
was reset to 18. Other parameters remained the same
as before. Fig. 8 depicts the simulation results. It is
seen that with the same state transition overhead, the
average energy saving ratio of FB is higher than those
of state-of-the-art algorithms. We can also see that the
performance gap between the proposed FB algorithm
and state-of-the-art algorithms increases with the
increase of state transition overhead. This simulation
result proves that the proposed algorithm can save
more energy than others, and the more the state transition overhead, the more the benefit the proposed
algorithm can bring. This is because the state transition overhead reduces energy saving. The proposed
algorithm achieves less state transition overhead than
others. Thus, it can save more energy, and the more
the state transition overhead, the more the energy it
can save, compared to others.

In this paper, we proposed a Type II PSC setting
algorithm for IEEE 802.16e/m networks with consideration of state transition overhead. The core idea
of the proposed algorithm is to set the sleep cycles of
the MSSs to multiples of a factor of the shortest sleep
cycle. This permits longer sleep cycles to be longer,
and a lower resulting state transition overhead, compared to algorithms in the literature. Simulation results showed that, on average, the energy saving ratio
of the proposed algorithm is higher than those of
state-of-the-art algorithms. Also, the energy saving
ratio of the proposed algorithm approaches the limit.
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